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Tetra Pak supplies complete processing solutions to the
prepared food, dairy, cheese, ice cream and beverage
industries. Tetra Albatch has a gentle mixing process,
making it ideal for mechanically sensitive products,
with or without particles.
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So true to nature, even you
will believe it’s homemade
Tetra Albatch is a food processing system designed to
fully match the fast-changing trends in prepared food.
The quick and gentle system for mixing and heating
makes sure that homemade taste is a promise you can
always keep. Giving you maximum ﬂexibility in both
batch sizes and applications, it enables you to keep a
wide and attractive line of products with improved proﬁtability. Tetra Albatch is suitable for high and low viscous
tomato products, soups and sauces, and also for jam,
cake ﬁllings and dairy desserts – with or without particles.
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ist
In production: Baked beans,

pea soup, spaghetti bolognaise, tomato salsa and other
tomato products, minced
meat sauce, sauces for ready
meals, ﬁsh soup, cake ﬁllings,
cream cheese, dairy desserts,
chocolate products, jam &
marmalade, oat products,
rice pudding.

Tetra Albatch is the ideal choice for
mechanically sensitive products. The
screw formed mixer construction keeps
the particles intact, bringing out that
genuine taste appreciated by both
families and professional chefs.

The quick-responding dimple jackets
on Tetra Albatch enable gentle heating
and cooling. Irrespective batch size
or product, you are always in control,
achieving the exact temperature required
for ﬁrst-class ﬂavour.

The rapid processing cycle of Tetra
Albatch starts with pumping or ﬁlling
liquid, powder or solid ingredients into
the mixer. A mixing method that minimizes air incorporation together with
high-precision scraper blades keeps
the tank constantly clean and improves
heat transfer – this combination allows
trouble-free production.

Gentle vacuum treatment can be used
for evaporation, de-aeration and ﬂash
cooling. The food processor is available
in two sizes, 600 and 2,500 litres, and
can be used either as a batch stand-alone
unit or as a pre-treatment unit for continuous processing.

Quick heating and cooling means great taste and
shorter production cycles. Tetra Albatch sets a
new standard when it comes to low product losses
and maintenance cost. The gentle twist is made
possible through the unique screw form design,
which is ideal for mechanically sensitive products.
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